Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
RF Solutions
RF Connectors, Adapters, & Cable Assemblies
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Amphenol® RF
Amphenol Connex
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

Amphenol RF offers the largest selection of RF interconnect products to complete your Unmanned Aerial Vehicle development. We offer QPL and ITAR products, IP67 sealed solutions for harsh environments, and low cost commercial solutions for non-rugged use.

Amphenol RF currently participates on many of the largest UAV programs in the world, giving us years of experience. Whether the aircraft is being used for surveillance, communications, agriculture, or just for hobby use, we have the engineering expertise to support your build.

Applications:
Flight Control modules
GPS/Networking modules
Remote Control modules
Military: Direct Action, Surveillance, Comms
Commercial: Agriculture, Delivery, Photography

Connectors

- PCB SMA
- Flange mount TNC

Adapters

- BNC to SMA bulkhead adapter
- SMA to RP SMA adapter

Custom Designs
Hybrid cables/connectors
Full staff of engineers
Harnessing
Gangmate
Adapters

Cable Assemblies

- MCX to R/A MCX hand conformable cable
- BNC to BNC cable
- AMC to bulkhead SMA cable
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Amphenol Connex